This article explores the emergence of complex predicates in Persian with a focus on voice and transitivity. It argues that the rise of CPs is linked to the development of the verb pair "do" and "become", which encode the features called Instigation [+INST] and Affectedness [+AFF], respectively, by Naess 2007. While these features are characteristic for prototypical agents and patients, respectively, taken alone they are more general than that, making the two verbs "underspecified", a typical characteristic of light verbs as noted by Megerdoomian 2012 and others. The distribution of the verbs "do" and "become" is parallel to the domains of the Old Iranian active and middle (mediopassive) voice; it thus mirrors the voice opposition whose morphological marking is lost within Middle Iranian. With "do" and "become" as its centre, the system integrates additional verbs such as "hold" and "give; put" on the [+INST] side and verbs of movement on the [+AFF] one. The same verbs are also used as auxiliaries for periphrastic formations such as the potential construction, the transitive preterite and the analytic passive, suggesting that grammaticalisation of auxiliaries and the development of light verbs are parallel processes the precise similarities and differences of which remain to be investigated. Here as elsewhere, the somewhat fragmentary evidence of early stages of Iranian is supplemented by data from languages that have found themselves under Iranian influence, providing details which are crucial to complete the picture.
Introductory summary [p. 31 of the printed version]
In Persian as well as in many other contemporary Ir. languages complex predicates often come in pairs, with one member functioning as active or transitive member (in Persian with kardan "to do", zadan "to hit / affect", etc.), the other one as its passive or intransitive counterpart (with šodan "to be, become", x w ordan "to eat / hit", etc.), as in (1). While many studies have looked at the matter from a theoretical perspective, studies of its historical development are rare. This paper thus proposes to look at possible origins and logics of the distribution of light verbs.
I will argue that pairs of complex predicates such as (1) originally encode the opposition of the features [+INST] (instigation) and [+AFF] (affectedness), as defined by Naess 2007.
I argue that it is no coincidence that passives are grouped together with middles in the potential constuction; this covers the range of the so-called mediopassive of ancient IndoEuropean languages. BAW thus becomes an analytical or periphrastic way of expressing the inherited mediopassive, which disappears in early Middle Iranian.
While the potential construction may have provided an entry point for BAW into periphrastic constructions, Semitic evidence suggests that KAR was the first verb to emerge as a light verb. Aramaic data indicate that (some variety of) Old Persian showed combinations of KAR with nouns in proto-complex predicate patterns. Syriac data suggest the same for Middle Persian, the pattern being apparently somewhat more common at this stage.
KAR expressing [+INST] , a causative semantics in the broad sense, recalls the fact that it turns up in complex predicates besides synthetic causative verbs in Middle Persian, thus e.g. The Middle Persian suffix -ēn-is used for both causatives and denominatives; KAR as a light verb may thus have emerged as a periphrastic way of expressing causatives and also denominatives. The facts that -ēn-is likely to be a [p. 32] Middle Iranian formation and that CPs appear to oust Middle Persian causatives / denominatives in the first place would explain why combinations of KAR with noun, and by extension, the system of complex predicates as a whole, did not become prominent earlier.
Armenian furnishes further data potentially relevant for the history of complex predicates in Iranian: in addition to "do" and "be", Armenian uses the verbs "hit", "give" and "hold/have" paralleling the use of Persian zadan, dādan and dāštan. Numerous Armenian complex predicates are obvious calques on the Iranian model, many indeed using an Iranian noun. While it is not clear at which stage, and from which Western Ir. language, Armenian adopted the pattern, this particular selection of light verbs appears to point to the existence of a stage with several verbs for the [+INST] slot ("do", "hit", "give", "hold/have") while "be" was the only light verb to encode [+AFF] . This might be further evidence for the primary role of the [+INST] pattern in CPs, and for KAR "do" being established as the first light verb.
The use of verbs of movement as light verbs marking [+AFF] is likely to be a subsequent addition to the system. Verbs such as "come", "move forward", etc. are at the same time employed for the newly emerging analytical passives that replace earlier synthetic constructions. Periphrastic passives being grouped with [+AFF] complex predicates appears to underline the importance of the feature [+AFF] for the constitution of the system of complex predicates in the history of Iranian. At the same time, this line of argument suggests a parallelism in the development of complex predicates and periphrastic constructions, thus similarities in the development of light verbs and auxiliaries, with possible implications on the ongoing discussion about pathways of grammaticalisation.
Before discussing these issues broadly in the sequence outlined above, Section 2. will present some more general points. Section 5. summarises the findings and surveys the preceding ones with regard to inhowfar they confirm or disprove other authors' arguments about the development of complex predicates cross-linguistically.
Topics and framework

The phenomenon to be discussed
The term "complex predicate" (CP) as discussed in this paper refers to combinations of a noun (or another non-verbal element) with a so-called light verb, thus to the structure termed "light verb construction" by Bowern (2008:163) . 3 In instances such as (1), the verb is semantically bleached (or "underspecified", Megerdoomian 2012:180) . The same verb may have its full semantic force in other contexts and is then a "heavy verb". 4 Light verbs are commonly a "small closed class" while the elements that may be combined with it to give a CP are "an open class". following usage in descriptions of New Indic languages, while "compound verbs" usually refers to combinations of a verb stem / root (main verb) and a finite light verb in this tradition (cf. Schmidt 2003:337-339) . Various authors subsume such verb + verb combinations under the term "complex predicate" as they describe a single event, and distinguish them from serial verbs, which describe more than one event (whether the latter is indeed so is not uncontroversial either, see Foley 2010) . Some other authors include serial verbs within their definition of "complex predicate", defining the term as patterns that are monoclausal syntactically (cf. Baker / Harvey 2010:13). Monoclausality differentiates CPs from control constructions (Butt 2010:49, 57-59) . The term "light verb" appears to go back to Jespersen (1965/VI:117) , cf. Butt (2010:48) . 4 Form identity to a full verb is a "central characteristic of light verbs" according to Butt (2010:53) ; cf. Section 5.4 for further discussion. 5 Thus Baker / Harvey (2010:15) for constructions in Marra (Australia) that would be called "compound verbs"
by the convention in note 3.
Light verbs host the inflection of the verbal phrase, "carrying all the syntactic features generally attached to the verb: tense, mood, negativity, person, and number" (Sheintuch 1976:137) . 6 In addition, light verbs also convey properties of the CP such as transitivity, voice and aktionsart. This suggests that light verbs are a periphrastic expression of these categories, and equivalent to derivational morphology in other languages (Windfuhr 1979 :117, quoting Telegdi 1951 Butt 2010:52) , just as in (2a) nām kardan "to name, call" is a periphrastic way of saying the same thing as nām(ēn)īdan. [p. 33] This feature also makes CP patterns a crosslinguistically very common device for incorporating loans (see e.g. Baker / Harvey 2010:16 for Marra, Australia, Fritz 2009 :16, 49f., quoting Fragner 1999 for various languages of Eurasia).
As noted by many authors, CPs are a pervasive feature of New Persian to an extent that the number of simple verbs is rather small, and many concepts for which in other languages a simple verb would be used are expressed by a complex predicate. Thus a Persian CP "is equivalent semantically and structurally" (Megerdoomian 2012:190) to a simple verb. This is an important difference between the status of Persian CPs and apparently parallel constructions seen in European languages such as Hungarian, German or French or other languages: as pointed out by Telegdi (1951:317f., 324) , the German and Persian CPs meaning " to answer" (3) are only superficially equivalent; the crucial difference is that German Antwort geben coexists with the simple verb antworten while Persian CPs are charaterised by the absence of a corresponding simple verb.
3) German Antwort geben / antworten
Persian ǰavāb dādan / ∅ answer give.INF answer.INF "to answer"
In languages like German, CPs are thus periphrastic expressions in the true sense, "an indirect way of expressing oneself, a detour" (Telegdi ibid.), and situated on the level of the lexicon while CPs in Persian are a grammatical phenomenon.
7 So the difference does not concern the frequency of CPs, but their status in the grammar of the language. A discussion of how complex predicates may have emerged in Persian and other Iranian languages thus does not only need to account for the mechanism motivating patterns such as those in (1), but also of how these gained their status here symbolised by the contrast in (3). The opposition of light verbs in examples such as (1a) has frequently, and as early as the 17 th century (cf. Windfuhr 1979:117), been described as contrasting actives (with kardan "to do" or zadan "to hit / affect", etc.) to passives (with šodan "to become", x w ordan "to eat / hit", etc.). Indeed the marking of transitivity by the choice of the light verbs appears to be rather common cross-linguistically. 8 However, it has also been noted that Persian CPs are by no means a uniform category. Pairs such as (1b) rather oppose transitives to intransitives (cf. the remarks in passing by Windfuhr 1979:118) , with the same light verb as in (1a). But this opposition still falls short of accounting for the distribution of light verbs, as these can convey a range of other properties as well, including aktionsart and other nuances. 9 The present paper thus proposes that these issues should be discussed together with the various light verbs actually employed. This approach naturally implies that the argument to be presented here shares the view that "light verbs are not in fact semantically empty" (Megerdoomian 2001 : 100, similarly Folli et al. 2005 , Butt 2010 : 49-51 and many others), and that both the light verb and the non-verbal element contribute to the properties of the complex predicate.
The approach of this paper
The various features of Persian CPs, including their marking of voice, transitivity, aktionsart, etc., have widely been discussed from descriptive and theoretical viewpoints.
Much of the discussion has focussed on the respective contribution of the light verb and the preverbal element to the features of the complex predicate.
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From a historical perspective, the fact that light verbs "neither retain their full semantic predicational content, nor are they semantically completely empty" (Butt 2010:48) might agree with the general assumption that light verbs develop from heavy verbs, but it then would remain to be shown "which parts of the predication are supposed to have been lost as part of the historical change" (Butt 2010:49) . While Butt goes on to say that "there is no documented evidence of such a historical change", I will try to present some data that may serve to illustrate such a change.
In so doing, I will make use of the descriptive instrumentarium used by Naess 2007 in her discussion of transitivity features. She describes the participants of an event by three features: volition [VOL] characterises agents, "volitional undergoers" and "frustratives" (i.e. "a participant who is volitionally involved in the act but does not actually instigate anything", Naess 2007:99), and excludes involuntary actors; instigation [INST] is a property of agent, force and instrument [p. 34] (to the exclusion of volitional undergoers); and affectedness [AFF] applies to instrument, volitional undergoers and patients. The agent of a prototypical transitive sentence shows the properties volitionality and instigation, but not affectedness (i.e.: [+VOL, +INST, -AFF]) while the prototypical patient has the opposite characteristics ([-VOL, -INST, +AFF] ). Naess thus predicts, among other things, that an agent whose 8 Cf. e.g. the data from Amharic and other Ethiopic languages presented by Amberber (2010:255, 299-303) and the Australian data in Baker / Harvey (2010:14-16) . 9 Some examples are given in Ahadi (2001:262f.) . For examples of certain Persian light verbs used in transitive as well as in intransitive constructions, see e.g. Dabir Moghaddam (2006:84-88 features differ from the prototypical constellation (e.g. by being [+VOL, +INST] , but also [+AFF] , as in "eat") will be marked differently from a prototypical one in some languages.
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I will also make use of the discussion by Bowern 2008, who offers a diachronic survey of complex predication (in a larger sense) and of her definition (Bowern 2008:163) of light verbs as having "an empty (...) or reduced (...) argument structure"; as not assigning "theta roles (that is, they do not assign a semantic role to one of more of their arguments)"; 12 and as semantically deficient.
In what follows, the notations KAR and BAW will be used to refer to the verbs "do" and "become", which in the various Ir. languages derive from the Proto-Iranian roots *kar and *baw, respectively (cognates of the Old Indic roots k and b h ū), but to some extent also to etymologically unrelated verbs of the same meaning. Pink colour [bold, in the printed version] marks the multifunctional verbs under discussion, i.e. light verbs as well as light-verbs-to-be and also some auxiliaries under focus in this paper.
Introducing the Iranian languages discussed in this paper in a very rough and brief way, I list them broadly from east to west for each period, which at the same time arranges them in chronological order of their attestations so far as Old and Middle Iranian is concerned:
• Old Iranian (ca. 1000 to ca. 300 BC): Avestan and Old Persian;
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• Middle Iranian (ca. 300 BC to ca. AD 700): East Iranian: Khotanese (texts from ancient Turkestan, present Xinjiang, China; chiefly Buddhist texts), Sogdian (along the Silk Road, Central Asia into China; texts from various religions), Xwarezmian (grouped with Middle Iranian for reasons of its grammatical structure although most texts are from the Islamic period); West Iranian: Parthian (here quoted: Manichean religious texts), Middle Persian; • contemporary Iranian languages (since the advent of Islam): East Iranian: Ossetic (Caucasus), Yaghnobi (a small minority language of Tajikistan, also noteworthy for sharing a number of isoglosses with Sogdian), Wakhi (a minority language along the upper Amu Darya and in northern Pakistan), Pashto (Afghanistan, Pakistan); West Iranian: Zazaki (spoken in eastern Anatolia in close contact with Kurmanji), Balochi (now in southeast Iran, southwest Afghanistan, western Pakistan), Gilaki (Iran, province of Gilan south of the Caspian Sea), Kurmanji ("Northern Kurdish"; Anatolia, Northern Iraq, etc.), (New) Persian.
• Data from contact languages is important to complement the sometimes fragmentary attestation of earlier periods of Iranian. Languages relevant for the present purposes include the Elamite and Babylonian versions of the Old Persian inscriptions, Aramaic as administrative language of the Achaemenid empire, and Armenian for the Middle Iranian period.
3. The potential construction and the middle voice As I will argue in Section 4., the Old and Middle Iranian evidence for complex predicates is somewhat inconclusive. Additional material appears to be necessary to account for the emergence of complex predicates as a system. This section will thus look at a periphrastic verbal pattern that could have provided a entry point for verbs that later on become light verbs. This pattern, the so-called potential construction, at the same time highlights an issue that appears important also for the development of complex predicates, viz. the distribution of the auxiliaries KAR and BAW. According to Benveniste 1954 , the construction originally means "succeed, achieve, complete an action", from where the notions of both potentiality (chiefly in main clauses) and anteriority (mainly in subordinate clauses) are derived. 16 The comparatively clearest Old
Iranian candidate for a potential interpretation is the Old Persian sentence in (5 for details on the potential construction, as well as the sources quoted below. 15 For the Parthian potential construction, see Sundermann (1981:59) . 16 Emmerick (1987:284f.) notes this function also for main clauses in Khotanese. 17 Thus Reichelt (1931:257) , Schmitt (1991 Schmitt ( :52, 2009 , Sims-Williams (2007:381 The past participle agrees with the object, thus dītam "torn" with xšaçam "lordship". The form in -tam, being the NOM/ACC.N.SG and the ACC.M.SG of the past participle, will surely have featured in the majority of instances. This is reflected by the morphology of the potential construction in archaic Middle Iranian: by the Sogdian preference for -tu (the regular outcome of *-tam), as in (6), where a form going back to *ktam "done" is combined with the finite verb wanān "I should do" (subjunctive 1SG), deriving from Old Ir. *-tam (jsīḍu "deceived" in (7)) is used irrespective of the gender or number of subject and object. The existence of the construction has been noted for a number of contemporary languages, but is usually not quite well documented. It may thus not be superfluous to present some instances from Balochi as an example for the potential in New Iranian. In (9) the past stems sist "broken" and dāt "given" are combined with a finite form of KAR to express "I am able to break (i.e. pick) / give". Instead of the past stem used in (9) and (11) some dialects (also) use an enlarged form of the past stem, viz. the perfect participle in -a(g), thus āt-ag "come" in (10). Balochi dialects with ergative structures show ergative case marking in the past domain, as in (11), the agent being in the oblique case on account of "do" being a transitive verb. 11) Balochi (Pakistan) 11a) Southern āy k a p t kut-ag=ā DEM.PL.OBL fall.PST do.PST-PFP=COP.PST "they could have fallen" (Farrell 1990:75) Emmerick (1987:279-288; 2009:396f.;  note that in Emmerick 2009, ä is frequently misprinted as ā, thus the examples need to be used with caution) for Khotanese and Sims-Williams 2007 for both (p. 382ff. on the possible origin of the form in -ta found in the Sogdian construction). In Khotanese, some intransitives unexpectedly use yan-"do"; these are verbs that also show pattern transitively in the formation of their perfect; conversely, some actives are found with häm-"become" (Emmerick 1987:287f.) . "the heap of merits cannot be counted"
Although rarely mentioned, the passive / intransitive construction also exists in some contemporary Ir. languages. For Yaghnobi, Klimčickij (1937:15-18 ) notes the use of BAW for passives and intransitives while Xromov (1972:44f.) adds that BAW is also used "for transitives used without logical subject for the action". The pattern is only found negatively, and the construction expresses "the impossibility of the realisation of the action" (Xromov ibid.), as in (14).
14) Yaghnobi (Xromov 1972:45) 14a) TR moγ na-žoyt kun-im=išt we NEG-read.PST do-1PL=PRS "we cannot read" 14b) ITR be hamra na-ed višt without comrade NEG-go.PST become.2SG "one (lit.: you) can't go without a comrade"
In Balochi, some dialects employ KAR also for intransitives (10, 11a), but there is also a pattern with BAW, as in (some of?) Eastern Balochi (15). (16), and the third one a more specific situation (17).
28 27 The presence of this construction in more Balochi dialects than hitherto known is suggested by the fact that it appears to have been copied into Brahui (a Dravidian language that has been heavily influenced by Balochi). The Brahui construction combines an infinite form of the main verb with "do" for transitives and "become" for passives (cf. Barjasteh Delforooz 2007, Section 2.3, no intransitive examples given). 28 Axenov notes that the pattern employs "inflected forms" of "become". His examples all feature the 3SG indicative present, raising the question whether the pattern might be limited to this form. "his hand remained crooked, it cannot be made straight"
In Pastho and some other contemporary Ir. languages, the use of BAW has been generalised to include also transitive verbs. It employs the conditional, which is formed by adding the suffix -āy to the past stem or the infinitive (Lorenz 1979:183f.) to give instances such as (18). 3.2 The development of the potential construction and the verbs it employs Perhaps somewhat unexpectedly for ancient IE languages, periphrastic constructions begin to emerge already in Old Iranian, one of the oldest being the potential construction, which shows various changes in the ca. 2500 years of its observable history.
The first one involves the availability of alternative readings. Initially, the potential is interpretable as employing a full verb: concerning the pattern with KAR, Emmerick (1987:279) notes that (7) "means literally 'They do not make the Buddha deceived.'" 7') Khotanese (Emmerick 1987:279) ne balysu ... jsīḍu yan-īndä NEG Buddha.ACC deceive.PP.ACC do.PRS-3PL "they cannot deceive the Buddha"
Similarly, "the passive of the potential construction is formally identical with the ordinary periphrastic passive" in Khotanese (Emmerick 1987:281) and in Old Persian (SimsWilliams 2007:382) . For instance, (13b) can also mean "the heap of merits is not / will not be counted".
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[p. 39] However, the potential construction develops into a morphologically separate pattern already in Khotanese, since the form of the ACC.SG.M or NOM/ACC.SG.N is generalised in the pattern with KAR, abandoning agreement of the perfect participle with the object.
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While (7) is still grammatical with the alternative translation "make the Buddha (ACC.SG) deceived (ACC.SG)", such a reading is not available for other objects, so that e.g. (13a) cannot be read as *"they make the particles (PL) counted (ACC.SG)". As soon as the perfect participle then becomes the past stem, it cannot be interpreted as a predicative adjective anyway.
In Sogdian, there is a different morphology of the participle form employed for both the transitive and the intransitive pattern. Thus a passive potential such as (12c) is formally different from a periphrastic passive "it is said"; 32 demonstrating that Benveniste 1954, who argues this "is an idiom which belongs in the lexicon rather than the grammar", cannot be right for this stage of the construction (Sims-Williams 2007: 377f.). 33 The same applies to the Pashto formation, employing a derivative of the past stem for the potential. Sogdian also shows another formal difference between the potential and the periphrastic passive since the negation precedes the finite verb in the passive, but is prefixed to the main verb in the potential construction.
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Another morphosyntactic difference between KAR and BAW in the potential construction and tense or voice auxiliaries is the argument structure seen in the Balochi patterns. In compound tense forms such as the perfect or past perfect, the case of the subject is determined by the transitivity of the main verb while the intransitivity of the auxiliary (i.e. the copula or BAW) is irrelevant (e.g. āy (DEM.OBL.PL) gušta bīta "they had said" , Farrell 1990:74) . In the potential construction, on the other hand, the transitivity of the main verb is irrelevant, as shown by (11), where ITR kapt "fallen" is treated in the same way as TR k h uθ "done", and "the construction is seen as a transitive one" due to the presence of the TR finite verb KAR (Farrell 1990:58) . 30 For this type of periphrastic passive, see Emmerick (1987:278, 281; 2009:397) . 31 Emmerick (1987:279) notes the form as being NOM.ACC.N, but the ACC.M has the same form (Sims-Williams 2007:382 n. 17). 32 Sims-Williams (2007: 377) ; see note 20. 33 In Balochi, the main verb is found in various derivatives of the past stem in the passive (cf. Jahani / Korn 2009:663) , but from the available data, there does not seem to be a dialect using the potential with "become" in which the passive would have a different form of the main verb than in the potential. 34 Cf. (12) and the negated examples in Gershevitch (1954:131f., 125f.) , respectively. In Yagnobi (where the negation is likewise prefixed to the main verb in the potential), a periphrastic passive resembling the potential construction does not seem to be in use.
11') Balochi (Pakistan) 11a) Southern āy k a p t kut-ag=ā DEM.PL.OBL fall.PST do.PST-PFP=COP.PST "they could have fallen" (Farrell 1990:75) 11b) Eastern hīā k
do.PST NEG-do.PST-PFP "s/he could not do it" (Gilbertson 1923:132) In the potential construction, KAR and BAW thus show properties different from those exhibited by tense or voice auxiliaries. They also differ from auxiliaries in the fact that they form a pair right from the start (while there is usually only one auxiliary each for the passive or the perfect). 38 For Yaghnobi, Xromov translates the pattern with BAW in (14b) with ne-l'zja "it is not possible" while he renders negated examples with KAR with ne možeš "you cannot..." (thus also the other persons). This could indicate a general impossibility in the first pattern, thus rather a feature of the person affected (again [+AFF] ) than of the action that should be carried out. Xromov also includes transitives "without logical subject" in the group that employ "become", but does not give an example. At any rate, if there is no logical subject, the object must be the focal point, so perhaps the Balochi ex. (17) Emmerick (1968:152, 242) . 37 Morgenstierne (2003:78) . 38 However, the Sogdian infinite construction employing the verbal noun kʾr "deed, work" appears to be used for any verb, including "die" (cf. 39 Cf. e.g. Fortson (2010:89f.) . 40 This passive in -ya-is somewhat peripheral to the verbal system in that it is based on the root, not on the stems (present, aorist, perfect), on which the remaining verb forms are based. The difference to the middle is that it can only be used for the passive while the middle is also used in several other functions. 41 For Avestan, see also 43 Middles of the type "sit", "wear", etc., are also found (27). The Khotanese phrase "to remember" in (33) also always employs the middle of "do" (Emmerick 1987:287 Kellens (1984:19-23 However, only a few verbs are used both in the active and the middle. One of these is Khotanese bar-, but the voice opposition has been lexicalised to yield ACT "carry" vs. Indeed, the middle voice has often been described as implying affectedness crosslinguistically (cf. the observations by Naess 2007 :22, 82, quoting Lyons 1968 :363 and Kemmer 1993 , thus also its name ātmanepada ("form referring to [acts for] one-self") in classical Indian grammar. In addition of being [+AFF] , the subject of a middle verb shows varying properties so far as volition and instigation are concerned. In some uses, it is clearly [+VOL] or [+INST] or both, sharing these properties with a prototypical agent as defined in Section 2.2. Its being [+AFF] , on the other hand, connects it to the subject of a passive, although the latter (being a patient) is semantically opposed to an agent. This could quite well be connected to the observation (Naess 2007:90, referring to Kemmer 1993) that the middle is characterised by "a low degree of distinguishability of participants", whereby properties usually attributed to either agent or patient may be "converging on the same participant" (ibid.). Subjects of middle verbs are thus not prototypical agents, and in Naess' framework, it is only to be expected that one will find cross-linguistic variation as to which subjects (if any) with the property [+AFF] will be encoded as subject in a given language.
The specific range of the functions that the middle covers in ancient IE languages is not self-evident from a cross-lingustic point of view. While verbs such as "sit", "wear", "remember" and some verbs of movement commonly inflect only in the middle (languages such as Fula and Tamil patterning like ancient IE languages), reflexives and reciprocals are otherwise not necessarily included among the uses of the middle. For instance, reflexives and reciprocals require an additional affix in Fula (Klaiman 1991:47-82) . 45 The passive featuring as a function of the middle is even less common in languages that have a middle voice. The IE middle, then, covers uses for which in other languages different morphology would be required, where the middle is distinct from reflexive / reciprocal constructions and the passive. For such other languages, features in addition to [+AFF] are required to describe the subject of a middle verb. For the IE middle, however, [+AFF] appears to yield an economical description of the subject a middle verb. [p. 43] However, hamaranam KAR is less CP-like than it might seem. In each occurrence of this phrase, the text mentions an uprising in some province against which Dareios sends an army; the clause in (28) then refers to the location and/or date where that specific battle took place. The meaning is thus rather "they did / carried out this (specific) battle at the place / date X" with a heavy verb KAR "carry out, perform".
Other Old Persian examples that have been quoted in the literature are even more questionable, or ambiguous. Such instances are here exemplified by (29) (quoted by Ciancaglini 2011:15 to demonstrate the presence in Old Persian of "more or less fixed antecedents" of New Persian CPs). While the overall meaning is rather clear, it is not sure that patipadam is an "adverbial phrase" as assumed by Ciancaglini (2011 :15, following Kent 1953 ; an alternative possibility would be "I made / rendered the lordship X (= feature of the lordship, patipadam a predicate)", thence the interpretation of the sentence remains uncertain. However, an interpretation as a CP is by no means compelling, since "strikes, hits" certainly has its full value here. The same applies to the other Avestan examples adduced by Sheintuch and Thordarson. Also, double accusatives are quite common in ancient IndoEuropean languages, and are a phenomenon quite separate from CPs. 
Evidence from Aramaic
Aramaic data perhaps supplement the meagre evidence for possible CP-like structures in Old Iranian. According to Ciancaglini (2011:15f.) , some Aramaic documents dating to the 5 th century BC show nouns combined with the Semitic root ʿBD "do" in phrases such as (32). Ciancaglini (2011:9) notes that the occurrence of such patterns in Semitic is particularly noteworthy since these languages usually employ the so-called paʿʿel forms for denominatives, and combinations such as (32) are foreign to the structure of Semitic.
[p. 44] 32) Aramaic (Ciancaglini 2011:15) hndrz yʿbdwn instruction do.IPF.3PL.M "they will give instructions"
Judging from the instances cited by Ciancaglini, at least some of the nouns featuring in the examples are Iranian words (such as handarz in (32) would not necessitate an interpretation as CP yet, but it could be seen as being on the first steps on its way to become one, showing a somewhat generalised meaning translatable as "carry out, perform". In the light of the later stages, this may be seen as the start of a development leading to a light verb, which is defined by (inter alia, see Section 2.2) as having "semantics (...) which are not very specific" by Bowern (2008:163 So far as Middle Persian is concerned, the situation is surprisingly unclear. On the one hand, grammars of Middle Persian have stated the presence of CPs in Middle Persian such as zēn kardan "to saddle" and rōšnīh kardan "to illuminate" (lit. "saddle / light do"). 50 However, as noted by Fritz (2009:8) , the tendency is that the same few examples keep being quoted, and that, if referenced at all, they come from the same small selection of texts such as the Kārnāmag ī Ardašīr, i.e. from late texts, thus liable to show New Persian influence. Such evidence cannot be regarded as representative nor compelling.
[p. 45] Some examples quoted by Brunner (1977:22) and Ciancaglini (2011:13f.) 51 from the older layers of Middle Persian look more promising, of which (34-35) appear to be the most likely candidates for CP-hood. However, they still seem to permit an alternative interpretation as noun plus heavy verb such as "I will make an advice (i.e. provide a lesson) for them" in (34). In (35), the context reads (Frye 1966:85) : "He caused great rejoicing, and ordered rites performed for the Gods. He gave blessings to his father and ancestors. Then he offered blessings to Shapur the King of Kings, to his own soul, and also to him who built this structure [= building]", in all instances with the same āfrīn kard "give / offer blessings". Rather than an interpretation along the lines of a New Persian CP, it appears more plausible to me that the 50 Thus e.g. Rastorgueva / Molčanova (1981:135f.) , Sundermann (1989:152) , Skjaervø (2009a:214 text refers to a ritual practice involving the recitation of a prayer for the persons quoted (thus āfrīn KAR not a general "to bless", but a technical or even liturgical term). Taking together all instances of āfrīn KAR in the Middle Persian inscriptions, 53 a translation as "perform a blessing ritual / prayer" seems to fit best, suggesting an interpretation of KAR as heavy verb with āfrīn as its direct object. On the other hand, as discussed for the Aramaic evidence above (4.1.2), the meaning "perform" does appear to be a somewhat wider sense than "make, do", and would also seem quite adequate for (34). The dative argument =šān in (34) does not presuppose a particular CP argument structure either, as it is liable to an interpretation "I performed a testimony for them", thus a common benefactive.
Evidence from Syriac
Following up on the Semitic evidence for CPs in Iranian, Ciancaglini (2011 Ciancaglini ( :14f., 2006 says that Syriac shows constructions combining ʿBD "do" with a noun -either an Iranian noun (e.g. nḥšyrʾ ʿBD "hunt (lit. do hunt)"), a Greek one, or an inherited Semitic word as in (36).
36) Syriac (Ciancaglini 2011:14f.) ḥwʾrʾ ʿBD / ḥawwar white do make.white "to whiten" She argues that this pattern, which is "attested from at least the fourth century A.D. onwards", "is most likely a calque on Middle Persian". Syriac data would thus confirm the use of KAR in Middle Persian in phrasal patterns of the type "provide an advice, perform a prayer", etc.
Denominatives and causatives
One important point for the evaluation of CPs in Middle Persian is the status of denominatives and causatives. In fact, all the verbs which Megerdoomian (2012:183) quotes to illustrate that "the majority of simple verbs in Middle or Classical Modern Persian have now been replaced by light verb constructions" are transparent denominatives, not the products of Old Ir. verb stems. 54 The replacement referred to thus merits a closer look.
As noted by Ciancaglini (2011:11f.) , following Telegdi (1951:320-322) , Middle Persian phrasal patterns coexist with causatives / denominatives, both with and without suffix -ēn-(less frequently -ān-), yielding series such as (2').
[ p. 46] 53 For a list of attestations, see Gignoux (1972:16 (Telegdi 1951 :320f., Pirejko 1975 :336, Ciancaglini 2011 , implying a shift in productivity between two competing ways of forming denominatives. As a result, formations with -ēn-have disappeared from Modern Persian, while suffixless denominatives remain productive at a low level, permitting formations such as raqṣīdan "to dance" from (Arabic) raqṣ "dance".
56
The suffix -ēn-is likely to contain the Proto-IE suffix *-ee-, which forms both causatives and denominatives.
57 It thus appears that the rise of CPs is linked to the history of morphological causatives, which happened to be denominatives at the same time.
Summary
While the status of CPs in Middle Persian (and Middle Iranian in general) is not clear, CPs appear to gain some prominence in Middle Persian. Specifically, it seems that the denominative / causative suffix -ēn-played a role, so that verbs with this suffix and CPs are competing constructions. I argue that this situation is a crucial point in the development of Persian CPs: two alternative verbal patterns are available to the speakers, both with causative value, one the morphological one with the suffix -ēn-, the other one with KAR. It seems plausible, then, that the pattern that later on became the CP construction entered the system at the point where the meaning is a causative one. If this proposal is on the right track, it suggests that the rise of CPs could not have happened before the Middle Persian period, as the suffixes -ēn-and -ān-are Middle Ir. innovations.
58
Middle Persian examples for CPs quoted by grammars often come from texts that are liable to show New Persian influence. So far as examples from earlier Middle Persian texts are concerned, it seems that KAR does not yet show particular semantic bleaching, but perhaps 55 (2a) with nāmīdan from Sundermann (1989:152) , the others from Ciancaglini (2011:11f.) . 56 Thus Telegdi (1951:320f.) , Sheintuch (1976:145 n. 3), contra Ciancaglini (2011:3) . 57 Ciancaglini (2011 :11f. n. 29), Henning (1934 . It is possible that -ān-is originally the Parthian causative suffix (Henning 1934:213) while -ēn-appears to be specifically Middle Persian. 58 Sundermann (1989:151) , referring to Salemann (1901:305) , who says: "The formation consisting in adding the causative suffix -ēn-, much more rarely -ān-, to the present stem only emerges in Middle Persian and is undoubtedly of denominative origin." some generalised semantics interpretable as "perform" (and the Syriac example (36) is in fact rather close to the meaning of the heavy verb "make"). KAR thus seems to retain the In Ossetic complex predicates, the distinction is visible only in the perfective aspect while the imperfective aspect uses KAR for both transitive and intransitive meanings (38).
60 59 The caveat mentioned in note 3 applies here as well. For CPs in Kurmanji and Sorani Kurdish, cf. Bedir Khan / Lescot (1970:183-185 , thence the examples) and Blau (1980:113-117) , respectively. The Russian grammars of Kurdish also quote a large selection of CPs, see e.g. Kurdoev (1978:138-143) . For CPs in Gilaki, see Rastorgueva et al. (1971:132-135 , examples from p. 133), and cf. Bird (2007:84f.) on CPs in Yaghnobi. For a list of Balochi CPs with "do" and "eat", see Farrell (1995 Farrell ( :232f., 2008 , respectively. 60 Cf. Fritz (2009:37f.) . Aspect is chiefly marked by prefixes in Ossetic, which are used for the perfective aspect while the verb without prefix encodes the imperfective aspect in the past and future tenses; the present tense is neutral (cf. "to unite, to be united" "I united" "I was united"
While "do" and "become" are also common light verbs in other IE languages (cf. e.g. Iranian. For instance, Ossetic also employs, besides kaenɨn "to do", also lasɨn "to draw, carry", darɨn "to hold", kaesɨn "to look", marɨn "to kill" and maelɨn "to die" (cf. Abaev 1964:67, 69 and Thordarson 2009:77) . (39) shows data from further contemporary Ir. languages. 62 The evidence of languages such as Ossetic and Zazaki, which have not been under heavy Persian influence in the course of their history, is particularly relevant.
39) Light verbs in selected New Ir. languages [+INST] [+AFF]
Pashto kawəl "to do" kēdəl (IPFV) / šwəl (PFV) "to become" larəl "to hold" axistəl "to take" kṣ̌ əl "to pull" mindəl "to find" xwaṛəl "to eat" Wakhi tsar-"do" wots-(past vit-)
"become" δïr-"hold"
go-"make" xa-
Zazaki kerdıș "to do" amıyayıș "to come" dayiș "to give" șiyayiș "to go"
[p. 48] The data suggest that, in addition to KAR, the verbs "hold" (cognates of New Persian dāštan) and "give" Discussing Armenian phraseology and idioms copied from Iranian, Schmitt (1983: 103f.) points out that complex predicates occupy a special place: "particularly numerous are expressions with the auxiliaries anel "make", linel "be", harkanel "beat", ownel "have [also: hold, possess]", and tal "give"; there is even a series of such combinations with anel or harkanel which, as shown particularly by New Persian material, correspond to expressions with kardan "make" or zadan "beat"." Schmitt continues to say that there are Armenian denominatives of the same meaning beside many of these. Many of the examples cited by Schmitt involve an Iranian noun, but others have an Armenian one, as shown in (41) by dat and owłił, respectively, in a CP corresponding to Persian dād kardan. 41) Armenian (Schmitt 1983:104) dat anel / owłił anel judgment do.INF judgment do.INF "to judge (deliver a judgment)" Evidently, the question is from which Iranian language, and at which time point, Armenian imported the system. One obvious option would be the early stage of Parthian, which is the chief source of lexemes borrowed from Middle Iranian (i.e. the vast majority of the items preserving postvocalic voiceless stops, as is the case for dāt). The number of Parthian words in the Armenian lexicon presupposes a wide-spread bilingualism for the 63 Telegdi (1951:321 n. 24).
Arsacid period (for a survey see Schmitt 1983:73f.) , obviously a condition for the adoption of a structural feature such as complex predicates. However, it is by no means sure that Parthian is the source, and the presence of Parthian nouns in Armenian CPs could also be due to the fact that the former are an integral part of the Armenian lexicon and once they are adopted can of course be used just like inherited nouns in any structure once they have been adopted. Moreover, the Ir. parallels cited by Schmitt are rather from Persian than from Parthian. This may also be due to the fact that complex predicates in Parthian are even less studied than those in Middle Persian, but, as in fact pointed out by Schmitt, the actual evidence for Iranian parallels comes from New Persian.
At any rate, the specific group of verbs functioning as light verbs in Armenian complex predicates is noteworthy. It appears to point to the existence of a stage with "be" as the only light verb to encode [+AFF] 5. Evaluation and conclusion 5.1 Owing to the scarcity of available studies, opinions about the status and development of CPs in stages prior to New Persian have diverged considerably. For instance, Thordarson (2009:80f.) concludes from examples such as (31) that CPs "existed in nuce already in early Common Iranian" and are therefore "a native inheritance, rooted in prehistoric Iranian". Going even further, Ciancaglini (2011:4) considers CPs "an Indo-Iranian feature". Fritz (2009:8f., 35) , while dismissing such an early date, assumes that large-scale areal influences (Near Eastern -Caucasian) caused a "predisposition" of Indo-Iranian languages for CPs, which was realised later on, when language changes had made their morphosyntax receptible to respond to that predisposition.
Conversely, other authors have assumed that CPs are a rather late phenomenon.
66 Sheintuch (1976:140) concludes from the limited number of Middle Persian CPs cited in modern descriptions (sic; not: found in the texts) that CPs were either not productive, or not uniform enough to be structurally relevant. Still others have assumed that the rise of CPs is a result of the advent of Arabic -an opinion going back at least as far as Kazimirski (1883:66) , who claims that "in order to remedy this empoverishment of their language [by the supposed disappearance of simple verbs], the Persians have deemed it necessary to form verbs with the help of Arabic action nouns joined to Persian verbs [such as kardan]". However, this is at variance with the data. As pointed out by Telegdi (1951:330f.) , the processes of the rise of CPs and the substitution of Persian words by Arabic ones are independent of each other. In fact, "Arabic nouns are not borrowed to be used for the formation of periphrastic verbs [= CPs], but they are used [for CPs] because they were borrowed" (Telegdi 1951:330f.) . Indeed, a CP using an Arabic noun "is based on an older one employing an Iranian one" in many cases (Telegdi ibid., cf. also the data from the Shahnama etc. quoted by Fritz 2009:17, 50 ).
This said, "the high frequency of CPs in Persian [today] is surely to be explained by the "Islamisation" hypothesis, but the existence of the category [= the CPs] is not" (Fritz 2009 :35, similarly Sheintuch 1976 . Instead, as also suggested by the argument in 4.2, the replacement of simple verbs by CPs is thus likely to be a gradual process dating back to Middle Persian (cf. Windfuhr 1979:114 criteria such as reduced argument structure or deficient semantics. It does seem, though, that it is beginning its way towards a generalised meaning, losing the aspect "produce" that is one component of the meaning "make", and moving into the direction of "perform, carry out".
[p. 50] Middle Persian shows some more examples looking like proto-CPs, but, owing to the absence of specialised studies, the status of these within the language is unclear. At any rate, the pattern of noun plus KAR was apparently sufficiently prominent to be copied into Syriac. There was also an association of this Middle Persian pattern with morphological denominatives. These were formed with the suffix -ēn-that at the same time had a causative meaning. This suffix is a Middle Persian innovation, which sets a terminus post quem for the subsequent replacement of these morphological causative-denominatives by light verb constructions of the same function. It is possible that at this stage (within the Middle Persian period) CPs with KAR might have acquired a status similar to structures found in German, Hungarian, etc., the CP competing with a full verb of the same meaning similar to German Antwort geben with antworten (cf. Section 2.1).
The association taking place in Middle Persian between CPs with KAR and causatives / denominatives suggests that at this stage, KAR had developed a still more general meaning, Agreeing with the causative argument just made, evidence from Aramaic and Syriac appears to suggest that only the construction with KAR, and not (also) a corresponding one with BAW, was prominent enough in Old and Middle Persian to be copied into neighbouring
languages. This appears to be linked to the history of the middle voice in Iranian: only with its disappearance in early Middle Iranian the scene appears to be set for the entrance of a periphrastic expression mirroring KAR and covering the range of the IE mediopassive, encompassing typically middle verbs such as "sit", "wear" and verbs of movement. At this point, a look at the so-called potential construction seems doubly relevant: the pattern using KAR and originally meaning (according to Benveniste) "succeed, achieve" is a In several Eastern Ir. languages, "hold / have" (Old Ir. dār-) is used to form a periphrastic perfect of the type parallel to the Germanic and Romance "have" vs. "be" perfect, here exemplified by Sogdian (43). 67 As pointed out by Wendtland 2011, the form with "hold / have" gradually becomes more frequent within the history of Sogdian: beginning in the stage reflected by the Manichean texts and more systematically in the Christian texts (where the final -t of the past stem is often lost in contact with the δ-of the auxiliary), "hold, have" is also used for "unergatives" while "unaccusatives" continue to take the copula. Ossetic likewise has a double construction for the preterite (45, 38) which has been described as showing that "the category of transitivity is expressed morphologically" (Thordarson 1989:474) . However, intransitive meanings being grouped with passives, and the formation being called "middle" ("Imperfectum medii") by Miller (1903:72) suggest that the pattern, combining the past stem with the copula, in fact rather represents [+AFF] .
45) Ossetic PRS
PST.TR PST.ITR 45a) xiz-ɨn xɨs-ton xɨstaen graze.PRS-INF graze.PST-TR.1SG graze.PST.COP.3PL "to graze (TR/ITR)" "I grazed (TR)" "I grazed (ITR)" (Thordarson 1989:474) 45b) kal-ɨn k a l d-ton kaldɨstɨ pour.PRS-INF pour.PST-TR.1SG pour.PST.COP.3PL "to pour (TR/ITR)" "I poured" "they are poured" (Abaev 1964:53f.) For the transitive pattern, a derivation of the Ossetic transitive preterite from "hold" would be attractive in the light of the Sogdian and Xwaresmian formations, but it would imply an irregular loss of the r vs. the preserved dar-"hold". While it seems difficult to exclude the possibility of such a dual development, an alternative possibility is the derivation from the Proto-IE root *d h eh 1 (Ir. *dā) "put, place" (Christol 1990 :44, Lubotsky apud Cheung 2002 . For the semantics, Christol compares Latin facio and Slavic děti from the same root, to which one could add English do, German tun, etc. Also morphologically, the formation would be parallel to the weak preterite of Germanic. Christol (1990:44) further assumes that the "analogy between Gothic and Ossetic is easily explained by a long period of symbiosis", which appears rather speculative. For the Germanic weak preterite, see e.g. Krahe / Meid (1969:127-129 Butt (2010:49-51) , an auxiliary, defined as a mere "functional item along the lines of tense and aspect auxiliaries", is to be distinguished from a light verb since both the light verb and the non-verbal element contribute something to the predication of the CP. On Butt's approach (2010:53f., 64f.), auxiliaries differ from light verbs insofar as they are instances of a grammaticalisation process, often developing to bound morphemes and being reduced phonologically in the process.
71
Iranian data indeed pattern in this way as some (but not all) auxiliaries are phonetically reduced while the heavy verb is not. This applies to the "transitive" preterite in Sogdian and Ossetic, where "hold" and "put" (if this is the right etymology) become fused with the main verb. Further reductions occur in the potential construction: in Sogdian, the main verb and "do" "coalesce into a single word, which is treated as a heavy stem (Sims-Williams 2007:379) while the non-finite forms (with kʾr "deed", cf. note 38) are not reduced; in the Xwarezmian potential, KAR is reduced to a particle, but preserved elsewhere.
Furthermore, KAR as a light verb is likewise phonetically reduced, but so is the heavy verb, confirming Butt's argument of form identity of light and heavy verbs. The present stem of KAR (Old Persian kunau-, thence Middle and New Persian kun-, similarly in other Ir. languages) exhibits an irregular loss of the r vs. the corresponding Avestan (kərənao-) and
Old Indic (kṇo-) forms; according to Hoffmann, this is an "allegro form", i.e. the irregular 71 One example given by Butt (2010:65) is the Germanic preterite (cf. Section 5.4).
reduction is due to the verb being particularly frequent. 72 Even more marked reductions are seen in Sogdian, which has <wn-> (besides <kwn->), and Khotanese, which only shows variants with irregular loss of the k-and hiatus-filling initial consonant, viz. gan-, yan-, tan-.
These forms have been explained as arising from contexts where the verb was cliticised to another element, 73 but the forms are synchronically the only ones used.
While Iranian thus confirms Butt's position that light verbs are not part of the grammaticalisation cline shown by auxiliaries, the data appear to speak in favour of the development of light verbs and auxiliaries being parallel processes, thus agreeing with Bowern (2008 , contra Butt 2010 . Not only are the same verbs employed for both groups at least so far as the most common ones are concerned, but the stages of the development of the auxiliary and the light verb system seem to depend on each other.
Likewise contra Butt (2010:48f.) , I argue that the semantic bleaching of the (ultimately) light verb is illustrable. In the case of KAR, the generalisation seems to be traceable in the data, proceding from "make, do" to "perform, carry out" (thus in proto-CPs) or "succeed, achieve" (thus, as argued by Benveniste, the auxiliary in the potential construction) to a marker of prototypically transitive meaning definable by the features [+VOL, +INST, +AFF]. Further on, as the CP pattern becomes established, KAR develops to a marker of the feature [+INST] .
As noted by Bowern (2008:168f.) , it is of course not the light verbs in all individual CPs that undergo bleaching, but the verb loses properties and is analogically extended to more semantic contexts. This line of argument agrees well with the observation by several authors that CPs are not a uniform class, and there is "no clear-cut difference" between CPs and combinations with heavy verb (thus Thordarson 2009:78 for Ossetic). The degree of autonomy of the elements thus varies, because the CP formation is a productive and ongoing process: "there are all kinds of instances intermediary between a phrase such as čašm dūxtan 'fix one's eyes upon [lit. sew the eye]', where the two members contribute equally to forming the meaning of the group, and a "compound verb" of the type ǰārūb kardan 'sweep [lit. do broom]', where the auxiliary [i.e., the light verb] only serves to transform a noun into an expression equivalent to a verb" (Telegdi 1951:322) . This point is confirmed by alignment patterns in CPs in Ir. languages showing ergative structures. In Balochi, for instance, most CPs with a transitive light verb pattern ergatively even if their overall semantics is intransitive, but some have developed to an extent that they treat the subject as instransitive in spite of a transitive light verb. 74 emergence of the CP system as their nature of both verbal and nominal at the same time they lend them to a double interpretation. In the development of periphrastic verbal constructions such as the potential construction, they keep their verbal nature, but in a phrase such as "make / be remembered", the former participle Khotanese byāta in (33) (Section 4.2.1) is liable to an interpretation of the nominal element in a complex predicate.
5.6 So far as the date of the development is concerned, it appears possible to establish at least some points. Given that KAR "do" is the most prominent and most widely used light verb in Iranian, the existence of this particular root appears to be presupposed. KAR acquires the meaning "do" only in Indo-Iranian, which would a priori exclude assumptions of complex predicates antedating Proto-Indo-Iranian.
[p. 53] Another terminus post quem is the formation of the causative-denominative in -ēn-, which seems to play a role in the rise of CPs in Persian. As this suffix is of Middle Iranian date, the emergence of complex predicates as a system appears to date to the Middle Persian period. This does not exclude the existence of individual combinations of noun and verb already at an earlier stage, but these appear to have been more idiomatic in nature.
Insofar as the age of individual CPs is concerned, it seems that Middle Persian handarz kardan "advise, instruct" can claim considerable age, since (34) would be the Middle Persian continuation of an Old Persian *handarzam KAR, which is not attested, but implied by Aramaic hndrz yʿbdwn (32). Middle Persian nām kardan "call", whose oldest datable The data appear to converge on suggesting that the Persian CP system emerged within the Middle Persian period, arising from a particular constellation of structures contributing to its development in combination with a group of more or less fixed expressions with KAR.
5.7
The approach presented here certainly does not claim to explain all of the Persian CP system. However, it seems that the line pursued here might offer an explanation to some inconsistencies observed by other authors. For instance, Folli et al. (2005 Folli et al. ( :1377 A historical perspective is at the same time likely to suggest caution to any single explanation. Given the fact that the rise of CPs in Persian appears to be a gradual process that started in Middle Persian (with some prerequisites for the process arising much earlier), and that the process is an ongoing one, it is not to be expected that the data are uniform. The individual CPs will be (and are) of widely varying age, ranging from noun + verb combinations of cinsiuderable antiquity to those that are being formed by speakers today, yielding a very uneven pool of data. The investigation of the individual structures, and their interaction with each other, will certainly continue to be a fruitful field of research.
